
PRODUCT

Description: Tierrafino Pigment is a range of pigments developed for the coloring of 
Tierrafino Stone Tadelakt. Pigment can also be used in combination with 
other Tierrafino products.

Composition: Oxides of various metals.

Packaging: 500 gram container, except for Pigment Gold Ochre: 250 gram container.

Consumption: Not applicable.

Storage advice: Store dry and cool but free from frost.

Workability: When stored in a well closed container and according to the storage 
advice, Pigment can be kept indefinitely.  

AREA OF APPLICATION
Pigment is a range of lime- and cement resistant pigments that is suitable to 
use in combination with lime products. Pigment can also be added to 
Tierrafino Finish, Duro, T-Paint, Listro and I-Paint. To create veiled techniques 
on Finish, Duro and T-Paint, mix Pigment with Tierrafino Fix and water. 
Do not use Pigment Ultramarine Blue in wet and humid spaces.

PROPERTIES • Ready to use
•Odourless
• Pigment is lime- and UV resistent. All pigments are water resistent 

except for Ultramarine Blue.
• DIY/Professional

APPLICATION

Circumstances: Follow the instructions of the product to which Pigment is added.

Mixing: Pigment can be mixed with Tierrafino Stone Tadelakt in two ways; mix the 
dry Pigment with dry or wet Stone. Do not add more than 10% Pigment to 
Stone Delphi white in wet cells like showers and steam rooms. Do not add 
more than 5% Pigment to Stone Dover White to prevent the color rubbing 
off. All standard colors Tierrafino Stone Tadelakt besides Delphi White 
contain the maximum amount of earth pigments, do not add extra Pigment 
when applied in showers/wet spaces.

To color I-Paint and Listro: soak Pigment in plenty of water for at least 
24 hours. Stir regularly during this time. Add the pigment and water mixture 
to I-Paint or Listro while mixing electrically.

Soak Pigment in water for at least 24 hours to make mixing with Tierrafino 
Finish, Duro and T-Paint easier. Pigment can be added to Finish, but also 
add Tierrafino Fix to prevent the color rubbing off. Apply Fix at a later stage
or mix it with Finish and Pigment and follow the instructions in the Product 
sheets of Finish and Fix.

Thinner: Water. 
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Safety advice: Avoid contact with skin, eyes and mucous membranes. Wear gloves, dust 
mask and safety goggles. Keep away from children. With induced risk 
(ceilings) wear safety goggles. Rinse eyes well with water after contact, 
cleanse skin well with water and soap after contact. Seek medical advice 
with prolonged irritation. For further information consult the Pigment 
Material Safety Data Sheet. 
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DISCLAIMER Although this product description has been put together with utmost 
precision, Tierrafino will not be liable for any indirect or direct damage that 
may occur, by using the information offered in this product description.

Tierrafino B.V.  -  Archangelkade 23  -  1013 BE Amsterdam - The Netherlands
Tel. +3120 689 25 15  -  Fax +3120 616 58 43 - www.tierrafino.nl  -  info@tierrafino.com

PIGMENT PRODUCT SHEET

ORANGEKASSEL 
BROWN

MAHOGANYIRON OXIDE 
RED

POMPEYAN 
RED

TITANE 
WHITE

IRON OXIDE 
BLACK

ULTRAMARINE 
BLUE

COBALT 
BLUE

CONGO 
GREEN

VERONESE 
GREEN

PERSIAN 
YELLOW

GOLD 
OCHRE


